
Pursuit Cribbage Rules 
Thanks to John Suckling for the invention of this game 

and for providing the rules. 

 
 

All scoring and play is carried out as your normal game of cribbage. If your front peg happens to 

be landed on or passed by your opponent(s), you are put out of your misery, having had poor 

hands and you lose the game! 



 

For 2 Players: 

 

Start in the two holes either side of the circle.  Deal six. Each player discards two to the dealer's 

crib. 

Score in a clockwise direction.  If you land on or pass the trailing peg of your opponent, you 

win! 

It may benefit you to have some means of marking when you have completed the circle once so 

you know you are on the second round. 

 

For 3 Players: 

 

 

Start in the two holes on each corner of the triangle.  Deal five, plus one to the crib. Each player 

discards one to the dealer's crib.  Score in a clockwise direction.  If you land on or pass the 

trailing peg of either opponent, they are knocked out.  Restart on the two player circle. The 

player that won the previous round starts as dealer. 



 

For 4 Players: 

 

Start in the two holes on each corner of the square.  Deal five.  Each player discards one to the dealer's 

crib. Score in a clockwise direction.  If you land on or pass the trailing peg of any opponent, they are 

knocked out.  Restart on the three player triangle. The player that won the previous round starts as 

dealer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

For 5 Players: 

 

 

Start in the two holes in all corners apart from those on the circle.  Deal five to non-dealers, four 

to the dealer. Non-dealers discard one to the dealer's crib.  Score in a clockwise direction around 

the square, but moving up the triangle and back on each circuit.  If you land on or pass the 

trailing peg of any opponent, they are knocked out.  Restart on the four player square. The player 

that won the previous round starts as dealer. 

 

For Standard (121 hole) Cribbage: 
Each side on the board is 30 holes.  You can start at any corner of the square and play back to 

where you started for 121!  Or if there are two of you, you can play on the circle and do two 

complete laps. 

 


